
Cultivating a Dynamic and Meaningful Academic Community

SAMMEN PANEL



Why do you think boosting student
engagement is important?

Discuss for 1 minute.



What is the SAMMEN Panel?
an intermediary student body;
aims to boost student engagement;
a part of the SAMMEN project;
involves students in pedagogical activities.



Discuss for 1 minute.

If you had a student panel in your institution,
what activities could they implement?



Activities
The Panel has two main
activities that will be
discussed and exemplified:

ACADEMIC EVENTS

PEDAGOGICAL SUPPORT



Pedagogical
Support

A collaborative effort to
ensure that students’ feedback
is conveyed and offer
potential pedagogical
solutions.



Impact & Recognition
Goal #1 
Offer student feedback and suggestions on how
to improve the program.

Goal #2
Pitch the ideas of events that align with the
Department’s goals, plan and execute them. 



Example: 
Screen Aesthetics
Before student feedback:

Project Exhibition + 10 page essay;
Scheduling issues throughout the semester and
exam period.

After student feedback:
Project Exhibition became pass/fail;
A more considerate schedule.



Academic
Events

Events orchestrated by
the Panel involve master
thesis writing support
and create a space for
the sharing of ideas.



Events Overview
OSCAR-DEBATT

MOCK-UP DEFENSE:
FOREPLAY TO MASTERY

CRACKING THE MA CODESHUT UP AND WRITE

20/09/23 , 22/11/23, 
27/02/24 , 14/05/24,

29/05/24

31/10/23 18/03/24 12/04/24



Cracking the MA Code
ca. three-hour session on how to write a master’s thesis;
for first-year MA students; 
presentations of theses by former MA students;
our twist: inviting current students.



Cracking the MA Code



ca. four-hour session;
second-year master students present a chapter from their thesis;
professors give feedback;
rehearsal before defense for second-years; 
insight into how to write and present a thesis for first-years.

Mock-Up Defense: Foreplay to Mastery



Mock-Up Defense: Foreplay to Mastery



What could the obstacles for creating a similar
panel at your institution be?

Discuss for 2 minutes.



Conclusion
The Panel has contributed to
creating a space for students.

A space not only for studying
but also for social engagement
and networking.


